
During the budget renewal presentation for TFS a few questions were raised, below are 
answers for those -

1. Check for the category of class X students (secondary or primary).
Class X is considered as "Regular education level" in our database and the SAC sponsorship 
for it is $240.00. In TFS budget class X students are in the "secondary level" category. They 
don't have any "primary" category in their budget, only secondary and higher level. 
"Secondary" in TFS budget is for upto class X. Class XI and higher are counted in the 
"higher" level in TFS budget.
2. Get more details on the staff visiting the children.
There are 4 persons who are responsible for this work. Two field level personnel, a 
sponsorship executive and the head of the unit. All of them do this work at different levels. 
Under ASHA budget we have 3 persons. The sponsorship executive whose salary is highest 
and who is responsible for all sponsored children of Tomorrow's Foundation is budgeted 
under our Core Project. Ms. Kaberi Banerjee is the head of the unit but she is not paid any 
salary. She is only paid her
travelling expenses. Under this particular head we have put salary of two ground level persons 
whose responsibilities are 
      a) visiting the houses, schools regularly.
      b) Monitoring attendance
      c) monitoring performance
      d) collecting bills, reimbursing bills, 
      e) if needed negotiating with school authorities.
These two persons also visits homes of other children from the Mother Project but their main 
responsibility is ASHA sponsored students.

The salary has been divided by total number or students and total number of months to get at 
the "rate" of Rs 270.00 that was shown in the budget.

3. Annual fees  - is it same for all the students.
Annual fee is different in different schools/class, TFS has computed the average and presented 
that in the budget for simplicity. 
4. Question on why do we support higher level students( as opposed to government schools 
etc).
For the higher level students on TFS budget, we provide hostel support for 3 as they don't 
come from a safe family environment, their family environment isn't conducive to education. 
There is a "tution fee" component for all the students even at higher level since they don't get 
adequate support at schools and need some additional help. Besides these there are small book/
medical expense items. So basically we are supporting things that aren't provided by 
government schools - e.g hostel/books/medical/tution.

5. What percentage of the project is funded by Asha SV.
The part of TFS that ASHA SV supports is part of their Mother project. Total ASHA budget 
this year is Rs. 751938. The total budget of the Mother Project (2011-12) is Rs. 2392464 
(including ASHA support). So, ASHA is supporting 31.4%.




